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These parameters and those describing the Migma IV chamber
and ma%gnetic field were used with the FEC selfconsistant
three
dimensional Monte-Carlo
simulation
program to determine the
anticipated operating regime for Migma’IV. The computer program
accounts for all relevant classical ion-ion and ion-electron processes
as well as charge exchange with the background gas. The prozram has no ability to predict stability properties of the stored ions.
Table 1 gives the most significant Migma IV parameters reTwo dimensional distributions of
sulting from the simulation.
density and fusing ions are shown in Figure 3.
The wall-imposed mirror ratio (1.02) accounts for the high
However, even in Migma IV the
ratio of scattering to fusion.
fusion rate from migma-migma collisions (1.8 x lo9 set-‘) will
be sufficient to produce optimum count rates in the silicon surface barrier detectors used to analyze fusion events.
From the computer generated parameters, it may be easily
verified that the conditions for exponentiation
to the scattering
dominated regime exist in Migma IV. The,collisional
dissociation
rate per trapped ion is approximately
3.5 times the charge transfer
rate per trapped ion. Increasing the beam current to 500 PA (at
which the assumed vacuum conditions have been demonstrated)
will further improve this parameter.

In order to study the scatteringdominated
regime in a migma
high energy fusion device, several improvements have been made
to the experimental
apparatus.
The injected beam current has
been increased; protective systems and cooled beam stops have
been installed to handle the beam power. The migma diagnostics
include rf pickup electrodes for continuous monitoring of orbit
distributions,
silicon surface barrier detectors for observation
of fusion products in coincidence and a chargeexchange neutral
particle detector. The apparatus is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Earlier experiments
with Migma III achieved a stored ion
number of 2 x 109; ion lifetimes of 2 set were observed with
background gas pressures of 10s7 torr. The recent modifications
have resulted in a five-fold increase in injected beam current and
a simultaneous improvement of two orders of magnitude in vacuum
conditions.
A cooled copper beamstop makes possible the disposal
of the untrapped beam. Steady state background gas pressures
of 10-9 torr are observed during injection of a 740 watt D: beam.
In the case of Migma III, the primary trapping mechanism
was Lorentz dissociation of the injected Di ions. In Migma IV,
however, collisional dissociation
of the injected beam on the already trapped ions will become the dominant source of migma ions.
The collisional dissociation process will tend to produce an initial
migma ion distribution strongly peaked at small impact parameters
and at the midplane of the chamber.
At the resultant densities,
scattering will become an important
process; the distribution
will tend to spread, particularly in the axial direction.
Preliminary
experiments with the Migma IV chamber have
yielded enough information
to make the calculation of steadystate parameters possible. A Dl current in excess of 500 IIA can
be routinely injected into the chamber.
After a brief period of
outgassing, the pressure falls into the 10v9 torr range (titanium
sublimators in operation and LN, torus filled).
During a typical
test, the pressure fell to lo* torr after about one hour of dc
beam injection; the vacuum was still improving when the test was
terminated.
The beam diameter was less than 3/l@’ ( the size
of the tungsten axial probe).
The background gas consisted of
H, and D, in approximately
equal amounts with a small (5%)
amount of HD.
No other peaks were observed on the residual
gas analyzer.
The vacuum measuring setup was essentially the
same as was used with Migma II1 with the exception that a residual gas analyzer has been added to the system.
For the purposes of simulation,
the following conservative
parameters are taken:

TABLE

Injected beam - 300 PA Dl@ 1.35 MeV
Beam diameter
- 0.5 cm
Background gas - 1W9 torr Hydrogen

999

1

Beam

300 Ir A, 1.35 MeV Dl

Beam Diameter

.5 cm

Background

lo*

gas

torr Hydrogen

Central field

3.4 T

Effective

1.02 (wall-imposed)

Mirror ratio

Chamber height

8 cm

‘Total Number of Stored Particles

1OL4

Density of Stored Particles

5 x 1O’O cme3

Charge Transfer time

140 sec.

Scattering time

57 sec.

Fusion time

5.5 x lo4 sec.

Average ion lifetime

40 sec.

Collisionally

.14%

trapped beam fraction
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